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The Cook's Book of Everything
My little pea. My little pumpkin. My little baby. Gather
your baby's moments and milestones from the first
year inside this beautiful garden-inspired baby book.
Place photos, document quick thoughts with easybreezy prompts, chart your baby's day, and create a
keepsake of loving moments that will last forever.
This gorgeously illustrated book is perfect for busy
moms and their growing wonders.
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Vegetables
Except for the dragon-shaped constellation that
appeared at his birth, there was nothing that
suggested Arthur was destined for greatness.
Narration by Christian Coulson (Tom Riddle, Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets).

The Belly Book
Quick and Tasty Plant-Based Recipes That the Whole
Family Will Enjoy Bestselling author Kathy Hester hits
the bulls-eye with a brand new cookbook to solve a
big vegan dilemma: how to make vegan food that is
fast, easy and lip-smackingly delicious. The Easy
Vegan Cookbook, packed with 80 recipes, is a musthave cookbook for vegans with ?families, busy
schedules, limited budgets and hearty appetites for
healthy food that simply tastes good. With recipes like
Creamy Broccoli and Potato Casserole and Veggie
"Pot Pie" Pasta, readers will have a stockpile of quick
recipes that they can count on to be delicious.
Additionally, many of the recipes are gluten-free, soyfree and oil-free, for those who have other dietary
restrictions or preferences. This cookbook includes
chapters such as Make-Ahead Staples and Speedy StirFries, as well as recipes such as Inside-Out Stuffed
Pepper Stew, Creamy Cauliflower Pesto Pasta and
"Vegged-Out" Chili. No longer will weeknight meal
planning be a source of stress. With The Easy Vegan
Cookbook, vegans everywhere can enjoy easy, fast
and family-friendly recipes for amazing food.
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Isa Does It
n this wordless graphic picture book, a young boy
feels alone with his worries. He isn't fitting in well at
school. His grades are slipping. He's even lashing out
at those who love him. Talented Australian artist Mel
Tregonning created Small Things in the final year of
her life. In her emotionally rich illustrations, the boy's
worries manifest as tiny beings that crowd around
him constantly, overwhelming him and even gnawing
away at his very self. The striking imagery is all the
more powerful when, overcoming his isolation at last,
the boy discovers that the tiny demons of worry
surround everyone, even those who seem to have it
all together. This short but hard-hitting wordless
graphic picture book gets to the heart of childhood
anxiety and opens the way for dialogue about
acceptance, vulnerability, and the universal
experience of worry.

Carrot and Pea
Showcasing a baby-to-be's growth with delightful
watercolors of like-size fruits and veggies My little
pea. My little sweet potato. My little pumpkin. Before
a mom-to-be has even met her baby, she has an idea
of the size and shape of the life growing within. This
charming journal helps express that idea with
gorgeous watercolor illustrations and helps preserve
the memories with easy, breezy fill-in prompts. With
the perfect touch of whimsy and personality, this
keepsake journal helps capture those few months of
pregnancy—moments full of promise—that are worth
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cherishing forever. The journal also includes a ribbon
bookmark for easy place-keeping.

The Light at the End of the Diaper Pail
The first pumpkin Tim ever carved was fierce and
funny, and he named it Jack. When Halloween was
over and the pumpkin was beginning to rot, Tim set it
out in the garden and throughout the weeks he
watched it change.

King Arthur: The Sword in the Stone
When all the pumpkins in New Mouse City disappear
days before Halloween, Geronimo and his detective
friend Hercule Poirat investigate, as all the mice in the
city receive invitations to a mysterious party.

Hap-Pea All Year
Join two curious kids as they explore their backyard,
and contemplate their place within our vast universe
in this adorable picture book that’s full of comparisons
to help kids understand cosmic size. If Pluto was a
pea… the Sun would be like a tent, Mercury would be
a marble, and Earth would be a golf ball. Pluto is the
smallest planet in our solar system, but how small is
small? As it turns out, it only takes the contents of a
lunchbox and a backyard to find out.

Le Petit Baby Book
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I Don't Want to Be a Pea!
This sweet-as-can-be baby book offers dozens of
creative ways to capture the milestones and special
memories from pregnancy through baby's first year:
an envelope for ultrasound scans, a spin-wheel to
display baby's astrological sign, a gatefold family
tree, space for photos, mini envelopes to stash
written notes, illustrated pop-ups, a pull-out growth
chart to display in baby's room, and more. Packaged
in a compact album with a fabric spine and foilstamped cover, with whimsical color illustrations and
thoughtful prompts throughout, this book is the
ultimate keepsake for new parents.

The Easy Vegan Cookbook
This elegant pregnancy journal takes you through
nine months of pregnancy with prompts to record all
of your special moments and create a keepsake to
one day give to your child. Best-selling author and
illustrator Korie Herold poured over every page,
adding artistic details and flourishes to create the
perfect keepsake pregnancy memory book. Growing
You includes- *Pregnancy milestones *Pocket folder
for sonogram photos, letters from loved ones, and
other mementos *Prompts to record precious
pregnancy milestones *Space to journal through the
months of your pregnancy *And more! Special
Features- *Chic, gender-neutral design *Elegant linen
cover *Acid-free and archival paper *Generous trim
size offers ample space for photos *Lay-flat design
allows you to easily write in the book
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Pumpkin
Maybe she’s on a photo shoot in Zanzibar. Maybe
she’s making people laugh on TV. But all Chrissy
Teigen really wants to do is talk about dinner. Or
breakfast. Lunch gets some love, too. For years, she’s
been collecting, cooking, and Instagramming her
favorite recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all
day to John’s famous fried chicken with spicy honey
butter to her mom’s Thai classics. Salty, spicy, saucy,
and fun as sin (that’s the food, but that’s Chrissy,
too), these dishes are for family, for date night at
home, for party time, and for a few life-sucks
moments (salads). You’ll learn the importance of chili
peppers, the secret to cheesy-cheeseless eggs, and
life tips like how to use bacon as a home fragrance,
the single best way to wake up in the morning, and
how not to overthink men or Brussels sprouts.
Because for Chrissy Teigen, cooking, eating, life, and
love are one and the same.

My Bump to Birth Diary
Meet the adorable orphan lamb Sweet Pea and
discover why her true story has become a picture
book phenomenon and enchanted readers of all ages!
One cold winter night, Sweet Pea the orphan lamb
becomes very sick. Everyone in the farmyard is
worried about her! Under the watchful care of Farmer
John, Laddie the sheepdog, and Dr. Alison the mobile
veterinarian, she slowly recovers. Dr. Alison tells
Sweet Pea she can have a sleepover to celebrate as
soon as she is well again. When the day finally comes,
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her closest friends Sunny, Prem, and Violet join her in
the greenhouse for a fun and imaginative
"SheepOver" celebration. This charming story of
caring and friendship by farm owners John and
Jennifer Churchman, brought to life with John's
entrancing photo-illustrations, will enchant readers
young and old. In the words of one of her many fans,
"Sweet Pea brings a calming, authentic joy to my life
that makes me laugh, cry and gives me hope that all
is well in the world. . . . Everyone needs a little Sweet
Pea in their lives!"

Dear Sweet Pea
Following her bestselling Made in India, Meera Sodha
reveals a whole new side of Indian food that is fresh,
delicious, and quick to make at home. These
vegetable-based recipes are feel-good food and full of
flavor. Indian cuisine is one of the most vibrant
vegetable cuisines in the entire world, and in Fresh
India Meera leads home cooks on a culinary journey
through its many flavorful dishes that will delight
vegetarians and those simply looking to add to their
recipe repertoire alike. Here are surprising recipes for
every day made using easy-to-find ingredients:
Mushroom and Walnut Samosas, Oven-Baked Onion
Bhajis, and Beet and Paneer Kebabs. There are
familiar and classic Indian recipes like dals, curries,
and pickles, alongside less-familiar ones using fresh,
seasonal ingredients. Enjoy showstoppers like Meera’s
Sticky Mango Paneer Skewers, Roasted Cauliflower
Korma, Daily Dosas with Coconut Potatoes, and
luscious desserts like Salted Peanut and Jaggery Kulfi
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and Pistachio Cake Whether you are vegetarian, want
to eat more vegetables, or just want to make great,
modern Indian food, this is the book for you. Praise for
Made In India: "The recipes are unpretentious and
were immediately promoted by my family of critics
into must-makes for the monthly dinner rotation, new
staples for a season of chill and damp." —Sam Sifton,
The New York Times "This book is full of real charm,
personality, love, and garlic. Bring on the 100 clove
curry! Not to mention fire-smoked eggplant, chicken
livers in cumin butter masala, and beet and feta
samosas. There's so much to be inspired by." —Yotam
Ottolenghi "I want to cook everything in this book."
—Nigella Lawson, Nigella.com

James and the Giant Peach
Recipes, tips, and strategies for easy, delicious vegan
meals every day of the week, from America's
bestselling vegan cookbook author. How does Isa
Chandra Moskowitz make flavorful and satisfying
vegan meals from scratch every day, often in 30
minutes or less? It's easy! In Isa Does It, the beloved
cookbook author shares 150 new recipes to make
weeknight cooking a snap. Mouthwatering recipes like
Sweet Potato Red Curry with Rice and Purple Kale,
Bistro Beet Burgers, and Summer Seitan Saute with
Cilantro and Lime illustrate how simple and satisfying
meat-free food can be. The recipes are supermarket
friendly and respect how busy most readers are. From
skilled vegan chefs, to those new to the vegan pantry,
or just cooks looking for some fresh ideas, Isa's
unfussy recipes and quirky commentary will make
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everyone's time in the kitchen fun and productive.

The Magic Pumpkin
A 9-month journal by Amy K. 96 two-color pages
w/concealed wire-o binding.

From Pea to Pumpkin
Far above a magical land, an enormous pumpkin flies
across a bright sky with five-year-old Owen and his
three-year-old brother, Oliver, riding on top. The two
boys hang on tightly and laugh with pure joy as the
beauty and wonders of the land below nurture their
innocence and their imaginations. Even so, there is a
darkness that threatens to extinguish the light of their
childhood. Although they enjoy the home they have
created in a cozy and shadowless cave, the boys miss
their parents and long for a way back to them. Every
night, the pumpkin sits motionless outside the
entrance to the cave, keeping the boys safe from
harm, but the pumpkin cannot protect Owen and
Oliver from all danger. Shadow eyes wait in the
darkness, and other creatures even more deadly.
When the boys are torn from the pumpkin's safety,
they must find strength and courage in their love for
each other if they are to survive and find their way
back home. This poignant fantasy tale explores the
bond of love between two young brothers as they
take an enchanted journey through the extraordinary
miracle of childhood, through its hardships and fears,
its discoveries and triumphs, its vulnerability and its
resiliency. With only each other to depend on, the
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brothers must find their way through the darkness,
and back to the light.

The Little Green Pea
Illustrations and easy-to-read text show the deep
bond between an adult and a child.

Fresh India
The first middle grade novel from Julie Murphy, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Dumplin’ (now a
popular Netflix film), is a funny, heartwarming story
perfect for fans of Rebecca Stead, Ali Benjamin, and
Holly Goldberg Sloan. Patricia “Sweet Pea” DiMarco
wasn’t sure what to expect when her parents
announced they were getting a divorce. She never
could have imagined that they would have the
“brilliant” idea of living in nearly identical houses on
the same street. In the one house between them lives
their eccentric neighbor Miss Flora Mae, the famed
local advice columnist behind “Miss Flora Mae I?”
Dividing her time between two homes is not easy.
And it doesn’t help that at school, Sweet Pea is now
sitting right next to her ex–best friend, Kiera, a daily
reminder of the friendship that once was. Things
might be unbearable if Sweet Pea didn’t have
Oscar—her new best friend—and her fifteen-pound
cat, Cheese. Then one day Flora leaves for a trip and
asks Sweet Pea to forward her the letters for the
column. And Sweet Pea happens to recognize the
handwriting on one of the envelopes. What she
decides to do with that letter sets off a chain of
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events that will forever change the lives of Sweet Pea
DiMarco, her family, and many of the readers of “Miss
Flora Mae I?”

The Food I Love
Pairs such vegetarian recipes as pumpkin cinnamon
rolls, ginger soy soup, maple dijon tofu chops, and
tempeh stroganoff with stories from a mainstream
family eating a not-so-mainstream diet.

Two Peas & Their Pod Cookbook
This New York Times bestselling cookbook from
Danielle Walker presents 125 recipes for grain-free,
dairy-free, and gluten-free comfort food dishes for
holidays and special occasions. NAMED ONE OF THE
FIVE BEST GLUTEN-FREE COOKBOOKS OF ALL TIME BY
MINDBODYGREEN When people adopt a new diet for
health or personal reasons, they worry most about the
parties, holidays, and events with strong food
traditions, fearing their fond memories will be lost
along with the newly eliminated food groups. After
suffering for years with a debilitating autoimmune
disease and missing many of these special occasions
herself, Danielle Walker has revived the joy that
cooking for holidays can bring in Danielle Walker's
Against All Grain Celebrations, a collection of recipes
and menus for twelve special occasions throughout
the year. Featuring a variety of birthday cakes, finger
foods to serve at a baby or bridal shower, and recreations of backyard barbecue standards like peach
cobbler and corn bread, Danielle includes all of the
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classics. There’s a full Thanksgiving spread—complete
with turkey and stuffing, creamy green bean
casserole, and pies—and menus for Christmas dinner;
a New Year's Eve cocktail party and Easter brunch are
covered, along with suggestions for beverages and
cocktails and the all-important desserts. Recipes can
be mixed and matched among the various occasions,
and many of the dishes are simple enough for
everyday cooking. Stunning full-color photographs of
every dish make browsing the pages as delightful as
cooking the recipes, and beautiful party images
provide approachable and creative entertaining ideas.
Making recipes using unfamiliar ingredients can cause
anxiety, and while trying a new menu on a regular
weeknight leaves some room for error, the meal
simply cannot fail when you have a table full of guests
celebrating a special occasion. Danielle has
transformed her most cherished family traditions into
trustworthy recipes you can feel confident serving,
whether you’re hosting a special guest with food
allergies, or cooking for a crowd of regular graineaters.

I Don't Want to Be a Pea!
Colin is tall. He’s orange. He's a carrot! He’s nothing
like Lee, a round green pea. He can’t do any of the
things Lee and his pea pals can do. How can Colin and
Lee ever be friends? A charming celebration of
embracing differences and standing out in a crowd.

Growing You
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Life is truly a miracle and "My Bump to Birth Diary" is
the perfect Journal to celebrate and remember this
special time before your baby is born. Whether you've
just received the happy news, you're waiting to meet
your bundle of joy any day now, it's important that
you set the time aside to record your journey through
pregnancy and parenthood. It's a story that you're
definitely going to want to share with your little one
someday! Don't forget to mark the best moments that
take your breath away of every week of pregnancy:
the first reactions to the new, the first kick, listening
to your child's heartbeat or finding out the baby's
gender! The best part? This planner becomes a
memory book to look back on long after your baby is
grown. This Journal is the place to keep your
treasured memories and all the fleeting little
moments for the future - all in the delicate, beautifully
cute design where you'll be able to record all the
important things that happen during pregnancy and
all the information that will interest your child in
future like: ✔ The first moment where you knew that
you'll become a mother. ✔ All important information
about the parents. ✔ The Baby Bump progression
photos. ✔ Motivational and beautifully designed
quotes that you can meditate every trimester of your
pregnancy. ✔ Keep a list of all the cute (and
embarrassing) baby names you had in mind. ✔
Customizable checklist of your packing to your
hospital for the Mom and Baby. ✔ All important
information and first memories of the NewBorn Baby
just after giving Birth. Pregnancy just happens to be a
time when women are faced with physical and
emotional stress, forgetfulness, anxiety therefore
journaling can have a positive impact on this period of
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your life. "My Bump to Birth Diary" Journal is designed
in a way that requires a very low commitment from
the pregnant women but still efficient to record all the
concise information in one place without unnecessary
and repetitive questions and exaggerated number of
pages that make the journal look bigger and heavier
and that can easily boring and discouraging the new
mom to keep writing her diaries. Here are some
benefits of "My Bump to Birth Diary" Journal: ♥
Journaling can be a stress management tool. ♥
Journaling can boost your memory. ♥ Journaling can
be helpful in managing anxiety or depression. ♥
Journal is a bonding mom to her baby for a lifetime, it
will be a witness of the sacred connexion of
motherhood with all strong feelings throughout the
memories you recorded. ♥ Journal is simply a
memory 'time-capsule' of your favourite pregnancy
and birth moments. pregnancy gifts for first time
moms, gifts for mom, new mom gifts, pregnant mom
gifts, mom to be gifts, gifts for new mom, best gifts
for new mom, best gifts for new moms, pregnancy
gifts for first time moms, gifts for new moms, new
mom gifts ideas, first time mom gift, first time mom
gift, gift for new mom, new mom gift, mom gift ideas,
praying through your pregnancy, newf mom gift
ideas, gifts for busy moms, gifts for new mom's, best
gifts for new moms, best new mom gifts, best gifts for
busy moms, christmas gifts for new moms, single
mom gift, gifts for new moms relaxation, gag gifts for
mom, pregnancy journal book, from pea to pumpkin a
pregnancy journal, pea to pumpkin baby journal,
pregnancy planner and organizer, pregnancy calendar
of baby development
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Peas and Thank You
Humor, agriculture and young love all come together
in Joan Bauer's first novel, set in rural Iowa. Sixteenyear-old Ellie Morgan's life would be almost perfect if
she could just get her potentially prize-winning
pumpkin to put on about 200 more pounds--and if she
could take off 20 herselfin hopes of attracting Wes,
the new boy in town. Ninth Annual Delacorte Press
Prize for an Outstanding First Young Adult Novel.

Small Things
Keith Baker’s New York Times bestselling peas are
exploring the months of the year in Hap-Pea All Year,
which now comes with a CD narrated by awardwinning actor Stanley Tucci! Hap-pea January! Let’s
get going, grab your mittens—hooray, it’s snowing!
The peas have rolled through the letters, numbers,
and colors. Now, they’re back to take young readers
through the calendar. With bouncy rhyming text and
playful pea-packed illustrations, celebrating the
months, seasons, and holidays has never been so fun!
Read along with the enclosed CD as Stanley Tucci
narrates this fresh and fun exploration of the months
of the year!

Squashed
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! After James Henry
Trotter's parents are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros,
he goes to live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker and
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Sponge. Life there is no fun, until James accidentally
drops some magic crystals by the old peach tree and
strange things start to happen. The peach at the top
of the tree begins to grow, and before long it's as big
as a house. Inside, James meets a bunch of oversized
friends—Grasshopper, Centipede, Ladybug, and more.
With a snip of the stem, the peach starts rolling away,
and the great adventure begins! From the Trade
Paperback edition.

You're My Little Sweet Pea
From Michael Pollan to locavores, Whole Foods to
farmers' markets, today cooks and foodies alike are
paying more attention than ever before to the history
of the food they bring into their kitchens—and
especially to vegetables. Whether it’s an heirloom
tomato, curled cabbage, or succulent squash, from a
farmers' market or a backyard plot, the humble
vegetable offers more than just nutrition—it also
represents a link with long tradition of farming and
gardening, nurturing and breeding. In this charming
new book, those veggies finally get their due. In
capsule biographies of eleven different
vegetables—artichokes, beans, chard, cabbage,
cardoons, carrots, chili peppers, Jerusalem artichokes,
peas, pumpkins, and tomatoes—Evelyne Bloch-Dano
explores the world of vegetables in all its facets, from
science and agriculture to history, culture, and, of
course, cooking. From the importance of peppers in
early international trade to the most recent findings in
genetics, from the cultural cachet of cabbage to
Proust’s devotion to beef-and-carrot stew, to the
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surprising array of vegetables that preceded the
pumpkin as the avatar of All Hallow’s Eve, Bloch-Dano
takes readers on a dazzling tour of the fascinating
stories behind our daily repasts. Spicing her
cornucopia with an eye for anecdote and a ready wit,
Bloch-Dano has created a feast that’s sure to satisfy
gardeners, chefs, and eaters alike.

Noah's Ark
Hugo is in no doubt as to what he and Bella should go
as to the Hippo-Bird Fancy Dress Party. They will go
as the princess and the pea and he will be the
princess (of course!) leaving poor Bella to be the pea.
Indignant, Bella refuses. She has a better suggestion they will go as a mermaid ona rock and she will be the
mermaid (of course!) leaving a huffy Hugo to be the
rock. Hugo is not happy. But neither is Bella. They just
can't decide on a costume and things reach a crisis
when they both flounce off saying they don't want to
go to the party at all. After time to consider, both
Hugoand Bella calm down and (privately) both choose
to dress as a pea as a gesture of making it all up to
each other. So when they both arrive at the party as
peas, Hugo and Bella announce proudly that they are
"two peas in a pod, just as it should be" underlining
the message of the book that friendshipis all about
give and take.With wonderfully absurd illustrations
from new talent Simon Rickerty and a great readaloud text, this is a made-for-sharing picture book.

More Peas, Thank You
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Many of Canada's best chefs are now celebrate fall
with pumpkin and squash dishes on their menus. In
this new addition to the Flavours collection of
cookbooks, Elaine Elliott and Virginia Lee offer a
tantalizing array of recipes drawn from fine
restaurants across the country. These include
Pumpkin Cream Cheese French Toast (Keltic Lodge,
Ingonish, NS), Baked Sugar Pears with Pumpkin (Peller
Estates Winery Restaurant, Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON),
and Red Kuri Squash Ravioli with Seared Trout and
Braised Radicchio (Raincity Grill, Vancouver, BC). Top
this off with Harvest Pumpkin Cheesecake or a scoop
of light Pumpkin Ice Cream. Who could know there
would be so many recipes from this member of the
squash family? All these recipes have been tested and
adapted for home cooking.

Danielle Walker's Against All Grain
Celebrations
A tiny pea, scorned by the other peas because he
dreams of growing into a tree, begins to lose hope
when he is picked to be part of a tuna casserole, but
fate and a helpful worm come to the rescue.

Princess and the Pea
Over 85 Recipeas, One Very Happy Family When
Sarah Matheny, creator of the popular blog Peas and
Thank You, decided to eliminate animal products from
her diet, she knew there'd be skeptics. Her husband
was raised on the standard American diet. Her
grandpa was a butcher. Her mom was the best home
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cook around, with a generous pat of butter here and a
crumble of bacon there. But now Sarah is a mom who
wants to feed her children right. Out went the diet
soda. In came the smoothies. Out went the "nutrition"
bars. In came the nutritious cookies. Out went a tired,
caffeine–fueled mom. In came Mama Pea. Peas and
Thank You is a collection of recipes and stories from a
mainstream family eating a not–so–mainstream diet.
Filled with healthy and delicious versions of foods
we've all grown up enjoying, but with a Mama Pea
twist—no meat, lots of fresh ingredients and plenty of
nutrition for growing Peas. From wholesome
breakfasts to mouth–watering desserts, there's plenty
here to satisfy the pickiest Peas in your life. It's easier
than ever to whip up crowd–pleasing meals that will
have the whole family asking for, "more, Peas."

Cravings
A collection of two hundred recipes by an Australian
celebrity chef draws on Mediterranean traditions to
provide for every course and meal of the day, in a
volume complemented by kitchen wisdom, culinary
lore, and a wealth of food combination tips. 30,000
first printing.

Pumpkin & Squash
This is a timeless and comprehensive collection of

The Peculiar Pumpkin Thief
A warm and witty gift volume for the new mother
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provides reassuring and whimsical words of wisdom
to help one cope with the trials of new motherhood,
as well as inspirational gems to prepare one for the
next sleepless night, crying spell, diaper change, and
feeding. 25,000 first printing.

Pumpkin Jack
When the young Arthur pulled the sword from the
stone and became High King of all Britain, he didn't
realize that an even greater task lay ahead: that of
uniting his country behind him. Narration by Christian
Coulson (Tom Riddle, Harry Potter and the Chamber
of Secrets).

The SheepOver
115 recipes--wholesome new creations and
celebrated favorites from the blog--from the husband
and wife team behind Two Peas & Their Pod TWO
PEAS & THEIR POD celebrates a family, friends, and
community-oriented lifestyle that has huge and
growing appeal. Maria the genuine, fun, relaxed mom
next door who's got the secret sauce: that special
knack for effortlessly creating tantalizing and
wholesome (and budget-friendly) meals with ease.
From a Loaded Nacho Bar bash for 200 guests to
quick-and-easy healthy weeknight dinners like neverfail favorites like One-Skillet Sausage Pasta or Asian
Pork Lettuce Wraps (always followed by a fab
dessert!), Maria shares her best lifestyle tips and
home cook smarts. An essential resource for parents
looking to update their healthy, inexpensive, timePage 20/23
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saving, kid friendly meal roster; aspiring home cooks
who want to eat-in delicious food more than they eat
out; as well as anyone looking to share their love of
food and the giving spirit with their neighbors, TWO
PEAS & THEIR POD will help readers bring home that
(achievable!) slice of Americana, where families come
together to enjoy fresh and nutritious meals and
there's always a batch of still-warm cookies waiting
on the counter.

From Pea to Pumpkin: A Baby Journal
Winner at the 2014 Moonbeam Children's Book
Awards The Night of the Noises and The Noises of the
Night are two versions of the same story, brought
together in an original, entertaining book that will
help children to overcome their fear of the dark, relax
and drift off to sleep. Guided Reading Level: M, Lexile
Level: 830L

The Night of the Noises / The Noises of
the Night
A hippo called Hugo and a bird called Bella are getting
ready for the Bird-Hippo Fancy Dress Party. Because
they both want their own way, they can't agree on a
costume and they almost don't go to the party at all.
In this laugh-out-loud comedy of manners children will
discover that compromise is what makes any
friendship tick.

Excalibur
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If Pluto Was a Pea
Perfect for reading aloud, this is the finest work of E.
Boyd Smith, a noted children's book illustrator of the
early twentieth century. It recounts the timeless tale
of Noah's ark and the aftermath of the Great Flood
with delicately colored full-page illustrations. Readers
of all ages will delight in Smith's rollicking animals as
well as his inventive explanation of the extinction of
the dinosaurs.
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